What's New – UVC Version 8.1
Enhancements version 8.1
1. Changed Note Module search to allow for searching notes created in the Contact Module.

2. The Cc and Bcc option changed to automatically show if the last time the Show Cc and Bcc option was
selected.

3. Added the ability to search all folders on shared mailboxes instead of just your own.

4. Added ability to filter by Primary e-mail only in Recipient window and to show which emails are primary,
work and home in the list.
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5. Fixed performance issue when selecting a message. In rare cases it can take over 5 seconds due to an
optimization issue when retrieving thread history.
6. The Project icon in Journal Activities was updated to a new Project Task icon instead of using the same
as a new Task icon.
7. Optimization of 10% to 15% in speed when opening shared folders.
8. Add ability to search for All fields or Search From/To Only in search drop down of the Inbox Module.

9. Added ability to filter by Note Type in the Journal Activities.

10. Individual UVC user account storage notifications have been improved and will notify you before
reaching the limit.
11. Added the ability to insert Symbols and Special Characters in email messages.

12. Updated spellcheck engine to newer patch version to fix some issues.
13. Improved searching on shared folders for partial hits and other improvements.
14. Updated spellcheck engine to newer patch version to fix some issues.
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15. A new User Activities report under the Analytic Dashboard to show a quick view of activities for users in
your team.

16. Increased the length of the Custom Field description and allows for multi line label and HTML support.
17. When sorting order is changed to From or To the system will now only search by From/To. Can be
overridden if needed.
18. Added ability to define notes types in User Manager so they apply to everyone.

19. Add ability to set Service Profile task templates that are fixed time based and not related to review date.
For example having a task for RRSP season follow ups.
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20. Added new Ticket Module tab to allow for searching, reporting and filtering by tickets.

Defect Corrections
1. Fixed issue with Note Module showing notification that note has been modified even though it has not.
2. UVC will now only show one “Re:” in the subject line after multiple replies.
3. Fixed issue when printing an appointment when it is opened from the Journal Activities. In some cases it
was showing a white page.
4. Fixed rare issue where the Search option would no longer work on the Contact and Inbox module.
5. Fixed Commit changes when saving invoice if product is still in edit mode.
6. Fixed Message thread is showing empty when you click on shared message.
7. Fixed issue with forwarding e-mails not including attachments when image signature used.
8. Fixed the import option with CSV contact files.
9. Fixed mail merge print not working when selecting contacts from shared contact list.
10. Fixed issue when showing dynamically linked e-mails in inbox, it was case sensitive.
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